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Note: Citations are based on reference standards. However, formatting rules can vary widely between applications and
fields of interest or study. The specific requirements or preferences of your reviewing publisher, classroom teacher,
institution or organization should be applied.

The collection is not complete, due mainly to bomb damage suffered during World War II. The importance of
the collection lies in the comprehensiveness of the Nineteenth and Twentieth Century correspondence in
illustrating the development of the firm and its subsidiaries from the London side where policies were decided,
and from the Eastern side where they were implemented. The material includes series of correspondence
coming in and out of the London Office; legal material including original deeds and leases; accounts;
organisation papers, board papers and minutes, papers relating to staff and photographs. K, is the parent
company and corporate co-ordinator of the Swire group, a multi-national, multi-disciplined commercial group,
with its principal areas of operations in the Asia Pacific region, and centred on the Greater China area, but also
interests in America, Canada, and New Zealand. On his death in , they inherited a small but solvent business.
Over the next twenty years, evidence points to a series of attempts by the firm to expand its trade in America,
Australia and the Far East when China was finally opened to foreigners. In they formed a partnership with R.
Newby to handle the textile shipments and James Scott employed as a bookkeeper. The impetus for the
establishment of the Taikoo Sugar Refinery in Hong Kong in and the insurance interests of John Swire and
Sons arose directly from this period of hostility with Jardines. In William Hudson was forced to retire from the
firm because of poor health, further increasing the financial strain on his brother but also leaving him in sole
control of the business. Scott and Edwin Mackintosh. Initially however, only John Swire put up any capital
and until his death in December the history of the firm is very much that of its Senior Partner. Scott died in
leaving three partners: These three became life Directors of the private limited company, which was formally
announced on 1 January Throughout the Twentieth Century the firm has remained a family concern. The
Directors and Eastern managers found themselves more involved in Chinese politics and local problems than
John Samuel Swire would have approved. Many of the staff were interned although some escaped from Hong
Kong to Australia. In Britain the Directors, particularly J. The subsidiaries are arranged in order of their
foundation. The main sections, with their references are: Subsequent accruals to the collection have resulted in
the creation of new sections for additional subsidiaries, though these have not necessarily been added in order
of foundation. Accruals to the collection are ongoing and papers for further subsidiaries will be added in time.
Within each section, the main series of papers are arranged in chronological order. Conditions Governing
Access The majority of files are open for consultation. Some files are closed under the Data Protection Act.
See individual file descriptions for more details Restrictions Apply Deposited in , , , , , and Other Finding Aids
Paper handlist available for material deposited prior to Material added from onwards has been catalogued
online only.
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A Guide to the Papers of John Swire and Sons, Ltd. [Elizabeth Hook] on www.nxgvision.com *FREE* shipping on
qualifying offers.

Additional Information In lieu of an abstract, here is a brief excerpt of the content: Early records, , in a bound
volume Court Minutes from and Council Minutes from List of subscriptions to the Endowment Fund: In the
University of Hong Kong Library: In Rhodes House Library, Oxford: Newspapers In Hong Kong: Flora Shaw,
Lady Lugard. Biographical Dictionary ofRepublican China. Columbia University Press, Biographies of
Prominent Chinese. Cantlie, Sir James, and Jones, C. Sun Yat-sen and the Awakening of Chirla. Cecil, Lord
William Gascoyne. The Story of a Modern University. Umversity of Sheffield, China Association Annual
Report for Sources Choa, G. The Chinese University Press, Christian Education in China: The Report of the
China Educational Commission of Clarke, Sir George Sydenham. The Defence of the Empire. The Hongkong
and Shanghai Banking Corporation. London and New York: Hong Kong in its Geographical Setting.
Dictionary of National Biography. Oxford University Press, Douglas, Sir Robert K. You are not currently
authenticated. View freely available titles:
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John Swire & Sons (JS&S) was founded in when John Swire, a Liverpool merchant since , extended his business to
include his young sons John Samuel (born ) and William Hudson (born ). On his death in , they inherited a small but
solvent business.

School of Oriental and African Studies Title: Created Level of description: On his death in , they inherited a
small but solvent business. Over the next twenty years, evidence points to a series of attempts by the firm to
expand its trade in America, Australia, and the Far East when China was finally opened to foreigners. In they
formed a partnership with R. Newby to handle the textile shipments and James Scott employed as a
bookkeeper. The impetus for the establishment of the Taikoo Sugar Refinery in Hong Kong in and the
insurance interests of John Swire and Sons arose directly from this period of hostility with Jardines. In
William was forced to retire from the firm because of poor health, further increasing the financial strain on his
brother but also leaving him in sole control of the business. By the late s the partnership consisted of John
Swire, his right hand man in London, F. Scott and Edwin Mackintosh. Initially however, only John Swire put
up any capital and until his death in December the history of the firm is very much that of its Senior Partner.
Scott died in leaving three partners: These three became life Directors of the private limited company, which
was formally announced on 1 January Throughout the Twentieth Century the firm has remained a family
concern. The Directors and Eastern managers found themselves more involved in Chinese politics and local
problems than John Samuel Swire would have approved. Many of the staff were interned although some
escaped from Hong Kong to Australia. In Britain the Directors, particularly J. The importance of the collection
lies in the comprehensiveness of the nineteenth and twentieth century correspondence in illustrating the
development of the firm and its subsidiaries from the London side where policies were decided, and from the
Eastern side where they were implemented. English System of arrangement: The subsidiaries are arranged in
order of their foundation. The main sections, with their references are: Within each section, the main series of
papers are arranged in chronological order. Papers less than 35 years old are not available for public
consultation. Copyright held by John Swire and Sons Ltd. Unpublished handlist of additional papers deposited
since publication of the guide. Detailed catalogue available at http: The collection is not complete, due mainly
to bomb damage suffered during World War II. Immediate source of acquisition: Deposited on permanent loan
in , and Existence and location of copies: Photographic collection held at the Head Office. Date s of
descriptions:
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John Swire & Sons (JS& S) was founded in when John Swire, a Liverpool merchant since , extended his business to
include his young sons John Samuel (born ) and William Hudson (born ). On his death in , they inherited a small but
solvent business.

Click here to view a full-screen version of this timeline. While the convict settlement programme had run its
course, Victoria was the centre of the Gold Rush of the s, and it was there that John Samuel Swire established
a modest import-export business on the strength of the growing trade between Australia and the UK. The
China Navigation Company was established by John Swire and operated a regular liner service between
Australia and Asia from the s until Swire investment in the historic Port Moresby Group, Steamships Trading
Company began with the first procurement of shares in Swire did not gain a majority shareholding until
Swire controls the historic publicly listed company today, with interests ranging from manufacturing,
transportation, shipping, properties, hotels and telecommunications. In , a tentative investment in a company
in Brisbane led to the purchase of a management stake in a freezer trucking company called Frigmobile Pty
Ltd. Today, it remains a brand within our refrigeration and logistics operations. Cleland Enterprises Pty Ltd.
Such an extensive assets base paved the way for the creation of a new national entity in January â€” Swire
Cold Storage Pty Ltd. Transwest originated as a small operator in Geelong in the s, but grew extensively to
become a sizable public company with operations in most states. The main areas of expertise were bulk
cartage, waste management, materials handling and scrap metal processing. The scrap metal processing
services developed and operated by Transwest, led to a close relationship with BHP Steel â€” a relationship
that still exists today, through Swire Industrial Services. Transwest Trucks History The transport services of
Transwest were well matched by the services provided by Kalari â€” another well known Victorian operator,
based in Portland. It was acquired by Swire in Kalari, with their unmissable fleet of bright yellow and orange
trucks, reputation for innovation and efficient operation, and network of haulage services, was a welcome and
logical addition to the Swire fold. Swire continued to invest and expand its agricultural interests, with grazing
properties in Western New South Wales. By Clyde owned over 1. The sale of these properties began in and
was concluded in May Following on from the Transwest materials handling experience, Swire sought to
further invest in this industry sector, and the construction and demolition recycler Alex Fraser was seen as a
great opportunity to do so.
Chapter 5 : John Swire & Sons Ltd Archive - Archives Hub
Guide To The Papers Of John Swire And Sons Ltd free ebook Qureshi Manual Of Scientific Manuscript Writing For
Medical Journals. This is.

Chapter 6 : John Swire & Sons - Home
Buy A Guide to the Papers of John Swire and Sons, Ltd. by Elizabeth Hook from Waterstones today! Click and Collect
from your local Waterstones or get FREE UK delivery on orders over Â£

Chapter 7 : Swire, John (John Swire & Sons Ltd.) | The National Archives
John Swire & Sons Ltd was founded in when John Swire, a Liverpool merchant since , extended his business to include
his young sons John Samuel (born ) and William Hudson (born ). On his death in , they inherited a small but solvent
business.
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John Swire & Sons Limited, through its subsidiaries, offers property, aviation, agribusiness and food chain, marine
services, and trading and industrial services in Mainland China, Hong Kong.

Chapter 9 : About us - The Swire Charitable Trust
The company has been wholly owned by John Swire & Sons Inc since , and is the third largest public refrigerated
warehouse company in the USA. USCS is headquartered in Voorhees, New Jersey, and operates 38 facilities in 13
states.
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